Leadership and Intercultural Competence
Emerging Leaders Series

April 30, 2020 | 1:00 - 2:00 p.m.
Collaborate Ultra Webinar (Register for Link)

To be effective in their roles, leader-administrators in higher education must develop three types of skills: technical, conceptual, and human. As institutions continue to become global spaces enriched by different ways of knowing being, leader-administrators have an opportunity to enhance their human skill— the ability to work with and relate to people. It is not a matter of if but when leader-administrators must work with and relate to faculty, staff, and students from various cultural backgrounds. Using a framework of consciousness of self, other, and context, participants will explore intercultural competence as a vital leadership competence.

Facilitator:

• Dr. Nyasha GuramatunhuCooper, Associate Professor of Leadership Studies, Kennesaw State University

Nyasha M. GuramatunhuCooper, Ph.D., is an Associate Professor of Leadership Studies and a recipient of the Kennesaw State Foundation Outstanding Early Career Award, University College Distinguished Faculty Award, University College Excellence in Teaching Award, and the Catherine C. & Kenneth O. Kiesler Service Award. As a Leadership Studies educator and scholar, Nyasha explores cultural contexts of leadership, with an emphasis on African spaces. Her teaching focuses on using emotionally intelligent leadership to develop intercultural competence and global mindset in leadership education. Nyasha is an active member of the International Leadership Association and the Association of Leadership Educators.

Register at facultydevelopment.kennesaw.edu/cetl_events.php
facultysuccess@kennesaw.edu